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**Abstract:** The weighted vertex \( p \)-center problem (PCP) consists of locating \( p \) facilities among a set of potential sites such that the maximum weighted distance from any client to its closest open facility is minimized.

We study the exact resolution of the two-stage robust weighted vertex \( p \)-center problem (RPCP\(_2\)). In this problem, the opening of the centers is fixed in the first stage while the client allocations are recourse decisions fixed once the uncertainty is revealed. The problem uncertainty lies on both the nodal demands and the edge lengths. It is modeled by box uncertainty sets.

We introduce three different robust reformulations based on MILPs from the literature. We prove that considering a finite subset of scenarios is sufficient to obtain an optimal solution of (RPCP\(_2\)). We leverage this result to introduce a column-and-constraint generation algorithm and a branch-and-cut algorithm to efficiently solve this problem optimally. We highlight how these algorithms can be adapted to solve, for the first time to optimality, the single-stage problem (RPCP\(_1\)) which is obtained when no recourse is considered. We present a numerical study to compare the performance of these formulations on randomly generated instances and a case study from the literature.